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Introduction: The Comet Astrobiology Exploration Sample Return (CAESAR) mission[1] will acquire
and return to Earth for laboratory analysis > 80 g of
surface material from the nucleus of 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko. A key to mission success is to select a
Touch-and-Go (TAG) site that provides high science
value, and that is fully compatible with safe and successful sampling. In order to select and document the
TAG site on 67P, CAESAR carries a suite of six cameras of varying fields of view and focal ranges.
If sampling a poorly-explored or unexplored comet,
a substantial payload of instruments would be needed
to study the nucleus thoroughly enough to allow wise
sample selection. By going to the comet that has already be studied in detail by Rosetta, this need is reduced. One of the cornerstones of the CAESAR mission is to carry only the instruments necessary to successfully acquire, document, and provide context for
the sample. This guiding principle allows our precious
and limited resources to be focused on maximizing the
scientific value of the returned sample[2].
TAG Site Selection: Following the OSIRIS-REx
mission architecture, CAESAR will select TAG site
candidates by developing four maps of 67P: the Safety
Map (SFM), the Sampleability Map (SPM), the Deliverability Map (DM), and the Science Value Map
(SVM). Any candidate TAG site must have acceptable
properties on all four maps. Figure 1 shows preliminary versions of the maps, generated from Rosetta data. The CAESAR-produced maps will be evaluated by
a TAG Site Selection Board chaired by the Deputy PI.

The TAG site will be selected by the PI based on their
recommendation, with concurrence by the NASA AA
for SMD.
The SFM shows regions whose properties permit a
safe TAG event, and incorporates factors such as the
radial vector-relative surface tilt and Earth communications. The SPM shows regions that are compatible
with the demonstrated capabilities of the Sample Acquisition System (SAS)[3]. Mirroring selection of
Mars landing sites[4], we analyzed the size-frequency
distribution of boulders on 67P using the highest resolution Rosetta images (18 cm/pix)[5], as well as the
small-scale roughness and cm-scale slopes using photoclinometry methods that have enabled spacecraft to
land safely on Mars[6]. The DM specifies regions
where the spacecraft can navigate to the surface for
TAG and meet all deliverability requirements, including position accuracy and velocity constraints. The
SVM uses remote sensing data to identify regions on
67P best suited to addressing CAESAR’s science questions. Organic matter and ices are ubiquitous, so there
are no areas of low science value. Because the concentration of organics is high and nearly constant across
67P’s surface, variations in the distribution and activity
of volatiles as determined from Rosetta color imaging[7] dominate the SVM, with volatile-rich areas assigned the highest value. We will update this map using the CAESAR Camera Suite’s color filters, which
are identical to a subset of the Rosetta filters. Possible
TAG sites are numerous and widely distributed.
Geophysical and Geomorphic Context: Rosetta’s

Figure 1: Four TAG site selection maps are merged to produce a final TAG Site Map. The preliminary “final four” sites are
indicated in yellow. Upper right panel shows one of the four, in the Ash region of 67P, with its 3-σ error ellipse (29 m) indicated. Lower right gives calculated [8] temperatures for that site; days not shaded are accessible for TAG.
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survey of 67P reveals two primary terrains, rugged and
one smooth[9,10]. 67P’s rugged terrain is rough everywhere on scales that prevent safe TAG contact and is
not suited to sampling. 67P’s smooth terrain is both
well suited to sampling and scientifically compelling.
The smooth terrain is composed of loose particles that
have been liberated from rugged terrain by sublimation
and accumulated in sedimentary basins[9,11,12].
While the smooth plains are relatively featureless at
m-scale, cm-scale Philae lander images show significant texture that can inform process[13]. Material is
hypothesized to migrate to smooth terrain by airfall,
downslope fining / thermal fatigue, and fluidization of
material by liberated gas[5]. To discern the relative
importance of these processes and investigate sample
provenance, CAESAR will acquire mm-scale images
of the TAG site, cm-scale images of the ellipse, and mscale images of the entire comet.
The mm to m-scale morphology and topography
revealed by the Camera Suite will permit detailed reconstruction of the sediment transport system responsible for depositing the sample as well as document
any changes in geomorphology or geophysical parameters (shape, gravity, and spin state) that occurred as a
result of multiple perihelion passages since Rosetta.
CAESAR Camera Suite: The CAESAR Camera
Suite (Figure 2) is a high heritage, highly capable system of six cameras developed by Malin Space Science
Systems (MSSS) and built around common camera
head electronics based on the MSSS ECAM Imaging
System. The camera suite consists of a narrow angle
camera (NAC), medium angle camera (MAC), touchand-go camera (TAGCAM), two navigation cameras
(NAVCAMs), and a sample container camera
(CANCAM). The suite has inherent functional redundancy and operational flexibility. Each camera is based
on a system currently operating in flight, with engineering developments that tailor each element to meet
specific CAESAR requirements. Substantial pre-Phase
A development has ensured that all camera subsystems
are TRL 6 or above.
The NAC is derived from the twin Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) NACs, which have been operating for > 8 years and have returned over one mil-
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lion images. The driving requirement for the NAC is to
resolve 2.5 cm particles during High Altitude Recon
(650 m range) and will accomplish this by acquiring
diffraction-limited 0.6 cm/pixel images at SNR~100.
The MAC is derived from the MSL Mastcam 100,
which has been operating on Mars for > 5 years. The
driving requirement is a 5° field of view to support
optical navigation during survey/mapping, and it can
support TAG site selection in the event of NAC failure
by acquiring 0.4 cm/pixel images at SNR~100 from
Matchpoint (50 m range). Both the NAC and MAC
have 8-position wheels that carry filters whose bandpasses are identical to the OSIRIS NAC NUV, blue,
orange, red, NIR, and IR filters[14].
The driving requirement for TAGCAM is to document the TAG site before, during, and after TAG at
sub-cm resolution. TAGCAM accomplishes this by
acquiring 0.09 cm/pixel diffraction-limited images at
SNR~100 during TAG from a range of ~3 m.
TAGCAM is derived from the MSL Mars Hand Lens
Imager (MAHLI), which has been operating on Mars
for > 5 years and returned tens of thousands of images.
The two NAVCAMs employ a 30°x40° FOV to
support TAG optical navigation and are derived from
the OSIRIS-REx NAVCAMS, which have been operating in flight for more than a year and are performing
as designed.
CANCAM will document sample acquisition during TAG and is packaged inside the SAS at the end of
the arm. CANCAM views the interior of the sample
container through a 2-element window for close focus.
After sample container stowage, CANCAM can be
used to inspect the sample container as well as other
parts of the spacecraft. To provide illumination,
CANCAM has an LED array ringing its front element.
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Figure 2: CAESAR Camera Suite ray traces and
technical details.

